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BRUNO

Chairman and Chief Executive
VINCI Construction UK Ltd

In pursuit of excellence
It’s been a great start to the year, but we all have a part to play in
driving the business forward.
It gives me enormous pleasure to tell you that at the end of March, VINCI Construction UK is
in the best financial position that we have ever been. We are moving in the right direction and
we are working to the same improvement plan: 1-2-3 as before. We must keep following our
strategy and not get distracted by growth. Now that we are being more selective, our workload is
increasing, with good projects. Delivery on time, with quality, is still the key to our success in the
future. That’s why the Right First Time logo is on our front cover, and why quality is a theme in
this edition of Communiqué. (You’ll find out more about Right First Time in the coming months.)
In March the senior team attended our annual conference and heard great news about
improved performance and technical excellence, facilitated in part by digitalisation
(see page 10, and Ben Paddick on page 9). We learned lessons about the importance of
leadership in driving performance and quality. At the same time, how we all behave every
day also matters – it’s at the root of our Think Again campaign (page 7). We need to work
together to build a culture of quality.
The good news is that the passion and commitment of our people remains undimmed.
Nowhere has this spirit been more evident than in the inspirational entries for the
Innovation Awards (page 11). I was astounded by the thought and ingenuity that has gone
into these submissions. I urge you to find out more via VINFO (indeed, please visit VINFO
for more information about everything going on inside the company, including quality).
There is an energy and conviction running through our business that fills me with
confidence for our future. These are uncertain times, politically and economically, but
the VINCI way is delivering good results, for our customers, our suppliers and ourselves,
because all of you work as a team. Let’s celebrate that success.

SNAPSHOT

The Illumina Centre

Results: 118 weeks, under budget, on time and high quality

Why quality was the focus at the recent
annual conference, plus a look at the
winning entries in the Innovation Awards.
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Building division has had one of its best years, as MD Chris Hamer said at the management
conference: “Each and every region made 1.5% off the shovel with nearly every site making a profit.”
Bruno Dupety picked out Illumina’s new HQ (see above) as an example of a quality project.
Student accommodation and healthcare remain strong sectors: a team is on site at Exeter
University, we are preferred bidder for a major hospital in Birmingham and student
flats in London, plus projects have completed at Devonshire Park in Eastbourne and the
Northampton International Academy.
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BUSINESS ROUND-UP
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Motorway bridges installed ahead of schedule
The M20 Junction 10A team recently installed two new interchange
bridges to form the new junction’s gyratory. The bridges will
provide an additional junction on the M20 at Ashford to help reduce
congestion and support local development.
The work took place during two 55-hour motorway closures. The
eastern interchange bridge was installed during the first closure,
with careful planning and clash mitigation ensuring that the work
was successfully completed and the road reopened eight hours
earlier than planned.
This was a fantastic achievement, but the team was eager to
improve on it for the second installation. A ‘lessons learnt’ session
was held to find ways to better exploit labour and resources and
optimise material and plant deliveries. As a result, the installation
of the western interchange bridge was completed a staggering 27

DIGITAL PROCESSES

hours ahead of schedule, and just before the arrival of high winds
that could have potentially delayed lifting activities.
This is a massive achievement for the team, much to the delight of
Highways England, local residents and those travelling to and from
the south coast ports and Eurotunnel.
The bridges were completed just before the arrival of high winds
that could have potentially delayed lifting activities.

BUILDING

BSI kitemark accreditation for BIM Level 2

Operating theatres open for business

Following a rigorous two-week audit process, VINCI plc has achieved
the BSI kitemark accreditation for BIM level 2 PAS 1192 part 2. The
BSI kitemark is the most prestigious accreditation in the industry
and is currently held by only a small number of contractors.
This achievement means we no longer need to demonstrate
compliance on a contract by contract basis. When bidding for
work with government and public sector clients such as Highways
England, HS2, Crossrail, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Defence and
Department of Health, all we need to do is produce the certificate.
Credit is due to the digital engineering team at Taylor Woodrow
for three hard years of work on implementing new digital processes.
The kitemark accreditation was made possible by the cultural
change and shift in attitude towards digital engineering and BIM
processes and technologies spearheaded by the team.
Our ambition now is to consolidate BIM level 2 into all aspects of
the way we work and make consistent our utilisation of BIM level
2 throughout VINCI plc. We are also working towards BIM level 3,
which is currently being defined by government working groups.

Representatives from Building division were among the attendees
at an event to celebrate the official opening of the final phase of
Darlington Memorial Hospital’s new £30 million theatres and
mortuary complex.
The event was held to mark the completion of five fully refurbished
operating theatres, which complement the six new-build theatres,
bereavement suite and mortuary that were handed over in 2017.
The overall development was delivered to County Durham and
Darlington NHS Foundation Trust under our Integrated Health Projects
(IHP) brand, through the ProCure 21+ Framework. The development
included a new day surgery ward, admissions lounge, recovery bays,
consultation rooms, changing facilities, staff room and offices.
IHP Contracts Manager Andrew Whaley said: “Being able to deliver
the new state-of-the-art facilities for the patients of Darlington Memorial
Hospital, while ensuring the existing services could remain operational, has
been a challenging yet highly rewarding experience. We are confident that
the increased capacity the new surgical theatres and supporting facilities
provides will help improve the patient experience and support the Trust in
their continued delivery of excellent patient care.”

@VCUK_Building
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BUSINESS ROUND-UP
IN BRIEF

RETAIL

In the frame
Following tough competition, Building
division has gained a place on the
sought-after NWCH high value
framework. The framework has been
one of the most successful in the
north west for public sector projects
and attracts high-calibre contractors.
Building expects the appointment to
deliver around £2 billion worth of work.

Sleep well
A Building team has successfully
converted a former Royal Mail sorting
office in Coventry into high-quality
student accommodation. The £60
million design and build Bishop Gate
scheme provides 726 bedrooms,
communal facilities and shell and core
retail space, and is contributing to the
regeneration of the city centre area.

Winning ways
The Winning Work Library has been
introduced to help Building win work.
It combines best answers, previous
submissions, an experience finder,
project data and other information
sources in a single, searchable platform.
It’s a community resource designed to
be easy to use and access, and a ‘drop
off’ area allows any user to contribute.

Hot property
VINCI Facilities has been awarded a
four-year facilities management contract
by LocatED, the government property
organisation operating on behalf of the
Department of Education. The Facilities
team will deliver security, repairs and
maintenance and compliance services to
the free schools programme’s void estate
starting in spring.

Space to heal
Work has begun on a design and
refurbishment project in partnership
with Lincolnshire Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust (LPFT). The team is
upgrading a ward in a centre that cares
for older adults with mental health
problems and dementia, bringing it up
to modern mental health standards.
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Retail space with ‘wow’ factor
VINCI has begun work on transforming the Barton Square area of the intu Trafford Centre
into a visually striking shopping destination. We’ll be creating a new glass-domed roof and
fully redesigned interior for the £52 million redevelopment project in Manchester. John
Roberts, Regional Director, said: “Intu Trafford Centre is already one of the best places to shop in the
UK and is known around the world for its unique design and architecture. The work we are carrying out at
Barton Square will create a fantastic new area befitting this architecturally-rich building. The quality of
the materials and design will create a space that shoppers will be able to enjoy for many years to come.”

PUBLIC SECTOR
Sandwell social housing facelift

Renovation team takes a bow

VINCI Facilities is delivering external
improvement works to Sandwell
Metropolitan Borough Council social
housing stock. The Building Solutions team
is upgrading doors, windows, roofs and
security for homes in the southern half of
the borough, building on a strong 14-year
relationship with the council.
We will work in close partnership with
the council’s own team, working to tight
budgets and establishing a planned and
cyclical maintenance schedule. Our people’s
experience and understanding of tenants’
requirements is central to the contract.
Many residents face the dilemma of fuel
poverty, spending a significant amount of
money paying fuel bills. As the team assess
the properties and deal with the tenants,
they will make recommendations about
improving the energy efficiency of properties
over and above any external works.

The Building division has completed
the first phase of the Congress Theatre
refurbishment project in Eastbourne. The
Grade II listed building has been restored to
its former sixties glory, with recreations of
the original chandeliers and paint colours
from 1963. Visitors will also be able to
enjoy modern enhancements such as new
heating and air conditioning systems,
toilets, flooring, seats, ceilings and lifts.
An event was held on 24 March to
celebrate the reopening of the popular
venue, which is the largest theatre on the
south coast. The London Philharmonic
Orchestra performed to a sell-out crowd of
1,628 people. Councillor David Tutt, Leader
of Eastbourne Borough Council, said: “It was
wonderful to see a packed house at the reopening,
with everyone enjoying a fantastic concert in
stunning surroundings.”

VINCI Construction UK

PEOPLE ROUND-UP
The gender pay gap: our journey begins
In 2017 the Government introduced new legislation which meant that
all companies with 250 employees or more must publish their gender
pay gap data. We welcomed this legislation and are pleased that the
Government is shining a light on an important issue, encouraging
businesses to do more to support their female employees.
Last year VINCI Construction UK published its first gender pay
gap report. We explained the action we plan to take to close the gap,
improve gender parity and open up more opportunities for female
talent in our business. We have just released our latest report,
which shows that while we’ve got some way to go, we’re heading in
the right direction. You can read the full report at VINFO, including
results and progress to date.
In the past 12 months, we’ve been working hard not just on the
gender pay issue but to create an inclusive culture which values

Speaking up for gender balance

difference, enabling our people to be themselves, participate fully
and reach their full potential. We will continue to focus on issues of
equality, diversity and inclusion. Our goal is equality of opportunity
regardless of age, disability, gender, marriage or civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, and sexual
orientation. This is a commitment that starts at the very top of our
organisation and flows all the way through. We are not afraid to
challenge ourselves or our established ways of thinking.
We are realistic about the challenge presented by the traditional
culture and composition of the construction industry. We are
committed to delving down to the root causes of issues and finding
practical solutions that benefit everyone. Through positive action and
transparency, we will improve diversity across our whole business
and better represent the communities we serve.

Time to Talk about mental health

Lizzie Featherstone, centre left

Construction News’ Inspire Me campaign promotes the role of
women as leaders in the construction industry. Lizzie Featherstone,
Head of Business Information Tools for Taylor Woodrow, was
recently invited to speak at one of their events.
The campaign aims to inspire future leaders and promote the
construction industry as being gender neutral, welcoming of
women in all roles. Lizzie was asked to join a panel session at a
workshop focused on ‘language as barriers’.
Lizzie recalls a comment by fellow panel member Nick Langdon,
Chairman of CGL – an SME whose workforce is more than 40%
female. “A real highlight for me was Nick saying that tier 1 contractors
are often very good at telling SMEs what to do, but not always very willing
to ask them what they are doing and learn from them. He pointed out that
the smaller nature of SMEs lends to enabling change internally a lot quicker
than the bigger organisations, and to see the benefits more quickly.”
She adds: “I would strongly suggest that anyone of any gender who is
interested in this topic follow the Inspire Me campaign on social media and
attend any events that they can. The events are free, open to everyone, and I
can guarantee you will learn something.”
@CNInspire #CNInspireMe

@VCUK_Building

In February a Time to Talk Day was held to give everyone a chance
to have a conversation about the way we think and act about
mental health problems.
Many sites and teams rose to the occasion. The Norwich Crown
Point team, for example, stood down for the day to conduct a frank
discussion of the issues. A member of the team who suffers from
depression talked about what it was like to live with the condition
and why it’s important to take the first step of talking to friends.
The Technology Centre invited people to chat over tea and
biscuits. The importance of ‘just being there’ for your colleagues
was highlighted, and one attendee noted: “You don’t have to be an
expert to start off a conversation with a colleague. Sometimes a simple ‘how
are you?’ can make a real difference.”
HR organised a Time to Talk breakfast, with a quiz and
myth buster. A mental health first aider shared his views and
experiences, and Jo Mercer, Wellbeing Champion, explained
how the start of a simple conversation can make a big impact in
someone’s life.
Anyone interested in becoming a mental health first aider should
speak to their manager and complete a P9 form. The course lasts
two days and provides tools such as how to spot the early signs of
a mental health problem and how to guide someone towards the
right support.
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PEOPLE ROUND-UP
NEW APPOINTMENTS

VINCI Foundation supports 24 local projects

Victoria Hughes
Victoria Hughes has taken up the role
of Business Responsibility Director
for VINCI Facilities. This is a new
role that reflects the importance of
demonstrating that we operate in a
responsible manner across all our
activities. It’s a significant appointment
that reinforces our commitment to
deliver work ethically and responsibly,
in line with VINCI’s principles.

Niall Kane
Niall Kane has joined VINCI Facilities
from Taylor Woodrow to take up a
new role as Head of Smart Places.
This reflects the maturing of digital
technologies, in particular the tools that
enable end users to connect digitally
with buildings itself to facilitate highly
efficient, productive, personalised
spaces in which to live and work.

Taff Farrell
Taff Farrell has been promoted to
Head of Operational Excellence. This
is an extension of his current role and
reflects the importance of systematic,
controlled delivery of high-quality
services and capital projects. The
role will focus on better practice and
innovation as well as Lean management
and effective deployment of our new
digital technologies.

Lee Robert
Having led procurement activities within
VINCI Facilities’ FM public sector business
unit for a number of years, Lee Robert has
been promoted to Head of Procurement
for VINCI Facilities. He will work with our
purchasing teams to help drive best value
and maximise the opportunities from our
commercial agreements.

Liam Roberts
Liam Roberts has joined the Building
Division as Head of Design. He will
undertake this national role based from
Astral House.
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VINCI UK Foundation awarded £207,000 to 24 local projects across the UK in 2018, with
an average of £8,500. These projects aim to support and improve the lives of the most
disadvantaged people in the UK by battling social isolation. Each organisation can count on
the help of one or two VINCI volunteers.
Successful schemes included Lotus Brook Container Farm, which promotes sustainable
food growing. The plan was to convert a standard shipping container into an indoor LED farm
to grow micro vegetables for local cafés and restaurants, providing work opportunities for
local young people.
Other winners included: HMP Bronzefield, Europe’s largest women’s prison, which received
support for an opera project; a space multi-sensory play centre for children and families; Wigan
Youth Zone, seeking funding for its ‘get a job’ employability skills course; and Walton Lea
Partnership, for an IT learning facility for people with disabilities.
The Ty Hafen Hospice project, which supports families of children who are no longer
with us, was awarded £10,000 by the foundation. A team led by Matthew Williams, Senior
Commercial Manager, arranged the construction of raised brickwork planters and electrical
installations at no cost to the project.
Visit VINFO for more information about the VINCI UK Foundation.

Grant for art gallery community learning
VINCI UK Foundation has provided a grant of £7,850 to allow
the Towner Art Gallery in Eastbourne to refresh and equip two
key learning spaces – Art Box and Fuse Box.
The gallery runs a learning programme for children,
young people, families and adults to explore the world of art.
Varied activities are provided for everyone in the community,
including vulnerable people and those living with mental
health conditions. The programme includes Arts in Mind – a
weekly artist-led group supporting mental health through
creative development.
One attendee commented: “Arts in Mind has had a positive impact
on my mental wellbeing, reducing the sense of isolation, and increasing self and social awareness.”
The gallery’s Clare Dobson said: “The award from the VINCI UK Foundation has enabled us to
upgrade our key learning spaces into flexible, well-resourced, welcoming and creative spaces for participants
of all ages and backgrounds. It has also enabled us to invest in up-to-date digital resources to support creative
learning, enabling people to explore and express creativity, and to improve health and wellbeing.”

VINCI Construction UK

THINK AGAIN
So you think we’re doing enough to meet
our health and safety obligations? Think again.
Our new campaign is all about challenging
ourselves and each other to do the right thing.
As a company we place a high priority on health and safety, and our
track record is something to be proud of. But it’s easy to become
complacent. Just because our injury rates are low doesn’t mean
we’re doing all we can to keep everyone safe.
One of the biggest obstacles to safety is human nature. People
break the rules. Maybe they think the rules get in the way. Maybe
they haven’t bothered to learn them. Maybe they ignore them
because ‘everyone else does’. Whatever the reason, this is the
behaviour we have to change.
THINK AGAIN is our new framework of essential behaviours
for everyone, including managers, supervisors and leaders. It’s
one of the most important health and safety programmes we’ve
ever introduced. If people see their managers practising what
they preach, they’re more likely to do the same. We need to create
a culture in which everyone supports each other. Safety is like a
well-oiled machine – if every individual does their bit, the machine
functions smoothly and everyone stays safe and well. But if one
person makes the wrong choice or does the wrong thing, the
machine will fail and someone could be hurt.
The framework comprises three sets of six essential behaviours
aimed at managers and supervisors, leaders, and everyone in the
business. These emphasise how interdependent we are and how
we are accountable to each other. We want everyone to think again
about the choices they make, to discuss the issues and challenge
colleagues’ poor choices. At the end of the day, we want all our
people to return home safe and well.
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Think Again is a call to action. Read the posters, discuss the issues, consider how you and your colleagues can improve your
behaviour. No one wants to be the cog that breaks the machine.
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FROM THE HEADS
HSEQ

FINANCE

HR

GARY CARVELL
Group HSEQ Director

CHRIS BRENNAN
Finance Director

THERESE STEVENSON
Human Resources Director

Our ongoing improvements include
autonomy for the business divisions
and new certification procedures
for our management systems

Our efforts to improve our scores
under the Duty to Report are
paying off, although we can still
do better

The HR team is working hard
to improve how we support the
business: here’s an update

Building confidence

Timely payments

Moving forwards

Since the last edition of Communiqué, a
lot has happened in the world of HSEQ, not
least the start of the roll-out of Think Again.
But more on that elsewhere.
We’ve seen the new decentralised
management system being implemented
across the business. At this early stage it
might feel like a lot of work, but it’s a crucial
progression for us as a business. We’re
giving the business divisions the autonomy
and authority to manage their businesses
in the way that best suits their sectors and
client requirements, without being restricted
by bureaucracy from the centre.
This doesn’t mean we won’t be collaborating
and sharing best practice – we will keep doing
this as it’s one of our values. The ability to
implement systems in a business without the
need for central approval will support more
innovation and excellence.
We’ve also entered a new chapter in the
external certification of these management
systems, which is essential if our existing
and prospective clients are to feel
confidence in our professional capability.
From April, we will be using BSI to support
us with all our systems: health & safety
(OHSAS18001), environment (ISO14001) and
quality (ISO9001).
We’re now turning our attention to our
other strategic objectives for 2019. These
include preparing to migrate our H&S
management system to ISO45001; improving
our management information capability
by replacing Footprint; introducing a new
balanced scorecard of leading and lagging
measures to help us focus on delivering
the right outcomes in H&S, E and Q; and
enhancing our ability to better manage
physical and mental health.
Last, but by no means least, we’ve
welcomed some new faces to the team:
Robin Gibson has joined Taylor Woodrow
as Head of Health, Safety, Environment and
Sustainability, and Laura Church took up
the role of HSEQ Manager at the Technology
Centre. I’m sure you join me in welcoming
them to VINCI Construction UK.

At the end of January, we published, for the
second time, our payment practices. Our set
of reports covered the period July 2018 to
December 2018.
The Duty to Report was brought in by the
government in April 2017. All large companies
who exceed the minimum thresholds for
two out of three of the following criteria are
required to report their statistics: turnover of
£36 million; balance sheet total £18 million;
250 employees.
Our key latest ‘scores’ are as follows:
average time to pay a transaction 33 days
(first report 52 days); 89% of transactions
paid in 60 days or less (first report 80%); and
20% of transactions due but not paid within
agreed terms (first report 36%). This means
we have improved our performance in all
areas. However, we are still not achieving
the public sector target, of paying 95% or
more of transactions within 60 days. In
recently submitted pre qualifications and
tenders we have been required to report
against this measure and highlight our
plans to achieve the required criteria.
Can I ask, therefore, that commercial
staff take due care with dates when
inputting subcontract payments to COINS.
In particular, the claim date, the certificate
date and the due date for payment (the
latter can be amended manually). This will
provide us with more accurate analysis and
will hopefully raise our scores for next time
(we report again in July 2019 for the period
January 2019 to June 2019). As I have said
before, we also need to keep pushing for the
timely input of goods received notes (GRNs).
Note, however, that our achievement in
paying within 33 days has put us third in
the list of the top 20 UK contractors, with
the top two both paying on average one
day earlier than us (32 days). This is a great
statistic and something we should be proud
of; it’s also a useful factor when negotiating
with our supply chain.

We’re about to launch a new HR handbook
which details the support available for
employees and we also looking at how
we find and recruit candidates for jobs.
Our aim is to save money but improve
candidates’ experience too. We have
reviewed our preferred supplier list of
recruitment agencies for our permanent
recruitment needs: there’s now a list of
agencies fit for purpose, with standardized
terms of conditions and we have greater
power to ensure compliance with our
internal processes.
The support of our IT/digital colleagues
is crucial in enabling us to improve our
service, and we’ve been working closely
with Ben Paddick’s team to develop an
HR systems roadmap. This has resulted
in several projects, including; continuing
to roll out Hornbill (our self-service
workflow system) and ultimately, we
want to manage our entire workload
within one system. The monitoring of our
work will force us to look at the existing
processes, and to identify improvements
and efficiencies which ultimately create
capacity to provide sustainable and value
adding projects to the business.
We will shortly launch the Right to Work
app, which will allow a much quicker,
cost-effective way of checking employees’
eligibility to work and reside in the UK.
The HR department is working hard to
improve the services we deliver and add
value to the whole business. We want
constructive feedback and I would urge
everyone to visit VINFO, seek out the HR
V-Most and share your opinions about the
direction we’re taking, our vision and the
targets we have set for ourselves.

Gary.Carvell@vinci.plc.uk
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TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
Using drones to inspect for quality

IT
BEN PADDICK
Director of Digital and IT

Creative exploitation of drone technology has the potential to
transform our quality control procedures.

We’ve been improving our tools
and processes to help our business
teams exploit new opportunities
and produce perfect bids

A customer’s world
An important part of IT’s role is to support
our business divisions as they seek new
project opportunities and bid for work.
That’s why we’ve been transforming the
tools used within the tender process to
enable our teams to collaborate and share
information more effectively.
Each division now has a new customer
relationship management system called
Microsoft Dynamics. This creates a single
database of all our customers and provides
a robust set of workflows to manage
our project opportunities. Combined
with SharePoint online for document
management, it enables our internal and
external bid teams to work together with
faster access to up-to-date information.
We’ve also begun work on a knowledge
library based on all our previous bids and
projects, called Winning Work Library.
It’s currently populated with Building
information but will soon be extended to
include Taylor Woodrow and Facilities.
Meanwhile a new estimating
programme with an online tendering
platform called Conquest has been
deployed within Building and Building
Solutions. This enables our estimators
to create and share work packages and
updates with our supply chain for bidding.
In the coming year we’ll explore the
possibility of extending the platform and
the new process to our commercial teams
out on site. These tools are being integrated
with the supplier information from iPortal,
helping to ensure our procurement process
contains only compliant suppliers.
Overall, the IT department performed
well in 2018, but we need your help to
maintain our level of performance. Our IT
End User Satisfaction survey goes out in
April, and we need your feedback to help us
identify what needs to be done. In addition,
please ensure you and your teams use the
Self Service Portal. The more you do to learn
about the system, or try to resolve faults
using the information available, the more
productive we will all become.
Ben.Paddick@vinci.plc.uk

@VCUK_Building

An ingenious idea for using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, to monitor and
inspect the quality of construction work as it progresses has been successfully trialled
on a Building project. The idea is to deploy a drone to take aerial pictures of installations
and structures at various stages of completion, which can then be checked for accuracy
against digital engineering drawings. This not only improves the quality of the work, it
reduces the need for onsite supervisors working at height. The method could in theory
be used to create a complete record of a building project in real time.
The proposal was submitted by creator Mike Voss (along with Annette McGoff and
Niall Kane) to the Innovation Awards (page 11), where it won in the Quality category.
One judge described it as an “excellent use of technology to inspect for quality in difficult to
access areas and automate the comparisons with design information.” Another said, simply:
“This could transform our quality control procedures.”
The concept was put into effect at Hull University where a cladding system was
being installed on high-rise blocks. The drone was used to create a digital twin spatial
model accurate to less than 10mm. This was interrogated by recognition software
with algorithms written to identify the components of the cladding system and check
they were located with millimetre accuracy compared with the engineering designs.
The project has opened up new possibilities for the use of drones on construction
sites. The system of inspection relies on the digital comparison of information and the
spatial accuracy of the drones, which could be extended using 360-degree cameras.
Future advances in UAV hardware could see the technology used to enable several
machines to work collaboratively, recording the work in real time to verify complete
compliance with the design.
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VINCI Construction UK Leadership Conference
Senior managers gathered at the annual leadership conference to hear news of progress and discuss their role
in driving the business to greater heights in the year to come. One thing became clear – positive talk and good
intentions are not enough. Strong, inspirational leadership is crucial if we are to realise our vision and goals.
Leadership was the core theme when 150 senior managers from
across the group came together at the annual conference. The focus
for the two days was to take inspiration from our recent success and
use the lessons learned to improve quality across the business.
There’s no doubt that what we’ve been doing has been working.
CEO Bruno Dupety pointed out that the numbers from Chris
Brennan’s presentation and the updates from Chris Hamer, Tony
Raikes, Julian Gatward and Russell Matthews indicate VINCI
Construction UK is in its best financial shape for some time.
So why concentrate on quality? Because, as Bruno emphasised,
quality is a leadership function, and the behaviours displayed by the
senior leadership team are crucial in setting an example to everyone
else in the business and the wider supply chain. He stressed that while
the business must work hard to keep improving, its goal is not to focus
on growth for the sake of it. The goal is to be better. He and the MDs
emphasised that VINCI is marked out by its moral, responsible approach
to its services – a theme that was reinforced by Gary Carvell in his HSEQ
update, particularly the introduction of Think Again (page 7).
On the second day the teams focused on learning. Gary Carvell and
Dr David Butcher, visiting fellow at Cranfield School of Management,
presented an outline of leadership and management behaviours that
influence quality and productivity. Then everyone separated into
divisional workshops to discuss specific quality and productivity
issues and analyse how leadership behaviours could bring about
positive change.
Overall, the mood was incredibly positive. While everyone
acknowledged there are areas in which the business can improve, there
is a huge amount of activity going on and a strong base from which
to drive further change. IT is doing a great job as various elements of
the business embrace the digitalisation programme – some of the best
ideas submitted to the Innovation Awards stem from this (see page 11).
In fact, Ben Paddick and Niall Kane have so much to share they could
have a conference event all to themselves. Therese Stevenson spoke
passionately about the role of HR in embracing change (page 8), and
Gary Carvell thanked everyone for their patience as his HSEQ team rolls
out improvement programmes such as Think Again.
Two things emerged strongly from the event: a passion for doing
things right first time, and commitment to customers. Two talks
on day one captured this spirit. One was the story behind Taylor
Woodrow’s Filton Bank blockade; the second was the dynamic project
transformation that occurred when Facilities, Building and Building
Solutions worked together.
Of course, Bruno Dupety stole the show. Having made his entrance
to the famous 007 theme tune, he delivered an inspirational talk
about his ascent of Everest in 2018. The message for all of us was not
so much about the achievement itself as the underlying factors that
made it possible. The
climb required careful
planning and logistics
and an unwavering focus
on safety, teamwork
and leadership. Because
that’s what it takes to
make a vision real.
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The future in our hands...

Bruno stressed that the goal
is not to focus on growth for
the sake of it. The goal is to
be better.

VINCI Construction UK

VINCI Construction UK Innovation Awards
demonstrate the power of teamwork and collaboration. The judges
were hard-pressed to choose the winners from the shortlist of 42. But
here they are, with a brief summary of what they add to the company
and the way we do business.

The awards attracted an extraordinary range of inspired, creative
and practical ideas from all parts of the business. They ranged from
simple fixes for long-standing problems to impressive iterations
of existing technology to enhance our value to customers. Many

DISSEMINATION

HEALTH & SAFETY

PROCESS

PRODUCT

BIM e-learning platform

Service riser
platform protection

Social value framework

Customer check-in
check-out app

Taylor Woodrow
By Scott Bennison, Marta
Carrascosa, Donatella
Fiorella, Niall Kane
Accessible, easy to use suite
of BIM training modules.
Judges said: “A comprehensive
platform of e-learning modules to
cover all our staff.”

VINCI Facilities

VINCI Facilities
By Lloyd Aplin, Jackie Clee,
Matt Hickman, Adam Indge,
Andrew McVicar

By Rory Murphy, Josephine
O’Connor, Charlotte Österman
(VINCI Facilities), Ben
Carpenter (Social Value UK)

Functional design for a
combined working platform
and safety barrier.

Sophisticated tool for
measuring and managing the
social value we generate.

Judges said: “A simple solution
to a common problem.”

Judges said: “A social value
calculator designed from scratch.
Impressive!”

VINCI Facilities
By Arran Butterworth, Ben
Wood and George Lilley
Mobile app developed
to assist Shell forecourt
managers.
Judges said: “This technical
solution clearly extended VINCI’s
capability.”

PRODUCT

PRODUCTIVITY

QUALITY

Freestanding mesh
barrier fencing

MyMI works management
and reporting app

Digital verification of cladding
quality using drones

Building

VINCI Facilities

Building

By Ryan Going and Adrian Leigh,
and Gary Chapman (Blok N Mesh)

by David Deceuninck, Gary Codling, Ian Cartledge, Niall
Kane, Ben Paddick, Chris Mackintosh, Stephen Poore,
with technical support and development from New
Signature – Ross Welham, Alan Bawden, Adam Szabo,
Florin Preda, James Sales and Kez Nwichi

By Mike Voss, Annette McGoff
and Niall Kane

Innovative barrier developed in
conjunction with fencing supplier.
Judges said: “An excellent example of
collaboration with the supply chain.”

Adaptation of existing technology to meet Shell’s
forecourt management needs.

Use of drones to monitor quality
of cladding during installation.
Judges said: “This could transform
our quality control procedures”

Judges said: “Management control at your fingertips”
J
Bruno Dupety,
Chairman and CEO,
VINCI plc

@VCUK_Building

Chris Brennan,
Finance Director,
VINCI Construction UK

Gary Carvell,
HSEQ Director,
VINCI plc
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Julian Gatward,
Managing Director,
Taylor Woodrow
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Chris Hamer,
Managing Director,
Building

Dr Russell Matthews,
Director, VINCI
Technology Centre

Tony Raikes,
Managing Director,
VINCI Facilities
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PARTING SHOT

Building Solutions goes up in the world

The grandiose Cleverly estate is a conspicuous example of the philanthropic values of the Peabody
Trust, and VINCI is helping to preserve its unique character
This ornamental façade is proof of the great pride architects and builders take in the aesthetics and craftsmanship of their
work. The Cleverly estate in Hammersmith and Fulham, London, was built for the Peabody Fund in 1928 based on the style of
Sir Christopher Wren. Peabody entrusted the renovation of the estate to VINCI Facilities’ Building Solutions team, who pride
themselves on their customer service ethos and construction skills. Their diligence and attention to detail ensures the stately
buildings continue to present their best face to the world.

